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Spring additions have altered Twins' roster  
Rhett Bollinger | MLB.com | March 15, 2018 
 
FORT MYERS, Fla. -- Much has changed with the roster since the Twins arrived for Spring Training, as they've since traded for right-hander 
Jake Odorizzi, signed first baseman/designated hitter Logan Morrison to a one-year deal with an option and inked right-hander Lance Lynn to a 
one-year pact. 

 

That means the initial roster projections by MLB.com in early February have changed, so here's a new look at how the roster could look on 
Opening Day now that it's exactly two weeks away. 

 

Catcher (2): Jason Castro, Mitch Garver 

 

First base (2) Joe Mauer, Morrison 

 

What changed: Kennys Vargas was initially slated to be the backup first baseman to Mauer and part-time designated hitter, but he's likely to be 
the odd man out at the end of spring after the addition of Morrison. Vargas, who is out of Minor League options, is expected to be placed on 
waivers at the end of camp, and the Twins are hopeful he clears so he can head to Triple-A Rochester. 

 

Second base (1): Brian Dozier 

 

Third base (1): Miguel Sano 
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Shortstop (1): Jorge Polanco 

 

Outfield (4): Eddie Rosario, Byron Buxton, Max Kepler, Robbie Grossman 

 

What changed: The prediction remains the same, but Grossman's chance of making the roster took a hit with the signing of Morrison, who will be 
the club's regular designated hitter. The Twins could instead go with the speedy Zack Granite as their fourth outfielder over Grossman because he 
can play all three outfield positions. Grossman, though, is out of options, while Granite can be sent to Triple-A Rochester, which could play a 
factor in the decision. 

 

Utility (2): Eduardo Escobar, Ehire Adrianza 

 

Starting pitchers (4): Jose Berrios, Lynn, Odorizzi, Kyle Gibson 

 

What changed: Berrios and Gibson were part of the initial projection, along with left-hander Adalberto Mejia and right-handers Phil Hughes and 
Tyler Duffey. But the additions of Odorizzi and Lynn changed that, as Mejia was optioned to Triple-A Rochester on Tuesday. Hughes remains a 
candidate to start, but the Twins are expected to open the season with a four-man rotation because of off-days. Duffey's chances were hurt by the 
roster moves this spring, but he could still make the roster as a long reliever. 

 

Bullpen (8): Fernando Rodney, Addison Reed, Zach Duke, Trevor Hildenberger, Taylor Rogers, Ryan Pressly, Hughes, Tyler Kinley 

 

What changed: The Twins are expected to start with eight relievers instead of seven, which could open a spot for a long reliever like Hughes, as 
well as one more spot. Rodney, Reed, Duke, Hildenberger, Rogers and Pressly were all projected to be a part of the bullpen, and that hasn't 
changed despite rough springs from Hildenberger and Rogers, who were two of the club's best relievers last season. 

 

Kinley has a real shot at making the roster because of his stuff, as his fastball has hit as high as 99 mph this spring to go along with a 92-mph 
slider. As a Rule 5 Draft selection, Kinley has to stay on the roster all season or be offered back to the Marlins. With the Twins looking to contend 
this season, they could decide to trade for Kinley so he's not subjected to the Rule 5 limitations. Alan Busenitz was initially predicted to the make 
the roster, but he has struggled this spring. 

 

 

Gibson stellar in 5 innings against Rays  
Maureen Mullen | MLB.com | March 15, 2018 
 

PORT CHARLOTTE, Fla. -- Kyle Gibson's strong spring continued on Thursday, giving the Twins confidence the right-hander will be able to 
help shoulder the load in Ervin Santana's absence. 
 
The 30-year-old had his longest outing of the spring, pitching five innings, giving up one run on four hits with no walks and five strikeouts in an 
8-1 win over the Rays. 
 
Slotted in as the fourth starter until Santana's expected return in mid-April, Gibson threw 66 pitches, 47 for strikes in his fourth start. 
"Lot of strikes, nice mixture, efficient, gave up the run, came back, stayed aggressive, which was good to see," said manager Paul Molitor. 
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In three official spring starts, Gibson has gone 10 innings, giving up two runs on six hits, one home run, a hit batter, no walks and seven 
strikeouts. His last start, March 10 against the Red Sox, was washed out by rain. In that outing, he went three innings, giving up three runs on 
seven hits and a walk. 
 
Gibson has been pleased with his spring so far. 
 
"I feel like I learned a lot toward the end of the year last year and how my pitches work and how using the fastball differently can help," he said. 
"I really just try to keep that same approach and same feel, and try to actually take it into the season this year. Too many times I've had that 
approach in the spring and, for whatever reason, change it when I get into the season. 
 
"Today was a good test, going five innings against pretty close to their starting lineup. And, for me, I was just trying to treat it as much of a real 
game as possible. Yes, I was working on stuff, working on my slider, whatever it was. But when the time came to get an out, I was treating it like 
I needed to get an out and put up a zero." 
 
This and that 
• Rule 5 pick Tyler Kinley followed Gibson, going one perfect inning with a strikeout. Ryan Pressly went two perfect innings, and Jake Reed went 
one scoreless inning, giving up a hit and two walks with a strikeout. 
 
"We pitched good today," Molitor said. "Kinley had a quick inning, strike one on all the guys that he faced, which I think is big for him. Pressly 
kind of breezed through a couple. Reed struggled a little bit with his command, but he got through it." 
 
• Eddie Rosario, who had been sidelined for 11 days with triceps tendonitis, returned to the lineup. Serving as the designated hitter, he went 0-for-
3 but said his shoulder feels good. He is expected to be in the lineup, again as the DH, for Friday's split-squad night game against the Red Sox. 
 
• Kennys Vargas, who could be the odd man out with the addition of Logan Morrison, started at first base, batting sixth against the Rays. He went 
2-for-3 with a run scored. 
 
Up next 
The Twins have split-squad games on Friday, hosting the Rays and traveling a few miles east on Daniels Parkway in Fort Myers to play the Red 
Sox. Right-hander Jose Berrios is scheduled to face the Rays at 12:05 p.m. CT, followed by Fernando Rodney, Taylor Rogers and Trevor 
Hildenberger. The game can be heard on Gameday Audio. Right-hander Myles Jaye is set to face the Red Sox at 5:05 p.m. CT, followed by 
Kinley and Gabriel Moya. The game can be seen on MLB.TV. 
 
 
 
 
Kyle Gibson throws impressive five innings as Twins beat Rays 
Phil Miller | Star Tribune | March 16, 2018 
 
PORT CHARLOTTE, Fla. – Kyle Gibson became the first Twins pitcher to throw five innings in a Grapefruit League game this spring Thursday, 
and the righthander looked sharp, allowing only four hits and one run in an 8-1 win over Tampa Bay at Charlotte Sports Park. 

 

Gibson never allowed more than one hit in an inning, and for the third time in four spring starts, he didn’t walk a batter, though he hit former 
teammate Denard Span in the foot with a sinker. Gibson also struck out five Rays, four of them among the final five hitters he faced. 

 

“I had one out and a guy on second base — that’s a situation where you want to try to get [a strikeout] if you can. To get two in a row [to end the 
fourth inning], that’s pretty fortunate,” Gibson said after lowering his spring ERA to 1.80. “You’ve got to get in strikeout counts first. We’ve 
talked a lot about that, not being in counts where you can get strikeouts. I feel like I did that and sequenced a little better today.” 

 

The Twins’ gave him plenty of support, scoring three runs off Rays righthander Nathan Eovaldi, and adding another five, four of them unearned, 
off the Tampa Bay bullpen. Erick Aybar lined a two-run triple in the second inning and scored on a sacrifice fly by Chris Heisey. 

 

Minnesota’s bullpen fared far better than the Rays’, combining for four shutout innings, with Tyler Kinley retiring all three hitters he faced and 
Ryan Pressly making quick work of his six hitters. Jake Reed walked a pair and gave up a hit in the ninth, but escaped without a run. 
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“Kinley got strike one on all the hitters he faced, which is big for him. Pressly kind of breezed,” manager Paul Molitor said. “Reed was struggling 
with his command, but got through it.” 

 

 

Eddie Rosario returns to the Twins lineup 
Phil Miller | Star Tribune | March 16, 2018 
 
PORT CHARLOTTE, FLA. – It was a quiet 0-for-3 for Eddie Rosario on Thursday, a strikeout and a couple of pop-ups that barely reached the 
outfield grass. And Rosario was delighted. 
 
“Very good. Good to hit,” the Twins’ regular left fielder said after facing live pitching for the first time in 11 days. “No pain.” 
 
That last part is the most important, because Rosario had been sidelined since March 4 by tendinitis in his right arm. He began throwing again 
Wednesday and felt so good a day later, he handled two more sets of 15 throws apiece from 90 feet on Thursday. 
 
It’s all been pain-free so far, Twins manager Paul Molitor said, so he’s encouraged. It probably will be another couple of days before they put him 
in the outfield so he can work on catching fly balls again. Molitor suggested that that might occur in minor league games, with Rosario instructed 
to simply toss the ball to an infielder rather than put his full strength behind a throw. 
 
“We all know Eddie’s tendency to try to make every throw,” Molitor said. “We want to limit his have-to factor of throwing in a game.” 
 
Molitor said the Twins don’t believe the problem is anything structural, so it’s just a matter of letting the soreness fade, and then being proactive 
about a training program to keep him loose. 
 
“We just have to get him to understand he has to be a little diligent about whatever program they put him on to get ahead of it,” Molitor said. 
“We’ve been working with him for a while to try to eliminate some of the tail on his throws.” 
 
As for Thursday’s at-bats, it was a good just to get him back to the plate, Molitor said. 
 
“Probably a little rust for live pitching. The good aspect of his three at-bats was, he got a lot of swings and saw a lot of pitches,” said the manager, 
who has Rosario schedule to play again Friday night. 
 
Praise for hustle 
 
Kennys Vargas lofted a high pop-up behind third base in the fourth inning, and it fell in fair territory just out of left fielder Denard Span’s reach. 
Seeing the Rays scramble to reach the ball, Vargas rounded first base and headed for second. But Span recovered and threw him out by a couple 
of steps. Molitor, though, was far more impressed with Vargas’ read of the situation than irritated by the out. 
 
“It was the right play. Two outs, you’re ahead in the game — he tried to go,” Molitor said. “He’s made some pretty good baserunning plays 
already. … He takes that pretty seriously. For me, that was the right play, given the circumstances.” 
 
Up next 
 
Spring training is supposed to come with a relaxed schedule, but Molitor has a couple of long days ahead. The manager will run the Twins’ 
rematch with the Rays on Friday afternoon at Hammond Stadium, then hop in a car and drive five miles to JetBlue Stadium, where another set of 
Twins will face the Red Sox in a night game. After that marathon, he’ll ride the bus early Saturday morning to Bradenton, about two hours away, 
to play the Pirates. 
 
Minor leaguers will supplement the split-squad teams, and nobody who plays in the night game will be asked to make the long road trip the next 
morning. 
 
“It’ll be a lot of baseball in the next [several] hours,” Molitor said. 
 
Now on 9th team, arrow-shooting Rodney aims to boost Twins 
Maureen Mullen | Star Tribune | March 16, 2018 
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FORT MYERS, Fla. — Told that Ichiro Suzuki wants to play until he's 50, Fernando Rodney smiled. 

"He can. He feels good. He feels ready to go," the Minnesota Twins closer said. "I think he loves the game. When you love something, you can 
say that." 

"I love the game, too. But 50 is a lot," he said. 

Rodney turns 41 on Sunday and is now with his ninth team. He enters his 16th season as baseball's active leader with 300 saves. 

A three-time All-Star, he appeared in 61 games for Arizona last season, posting a 4.23 ERA with 39 saves and a 5-4 record. 

Rodney held batters hitless in 29 June at-bats, the fourth pitcher all-time to face 28 or more hitters in a month and not allow a hit. 

With Seattle in 2014, he led the majors in saves and tied a career high with 48. 

Known for punctuating his saves with a trademark arrow shot, Rodney has specific goals for the season. 

"Well, my first is games saved — 40, 45," he said. "And we try to go to the playoffs and try to win the World Series. That's not easy and I'm not 
saying we'll go for sure. But, we got a good team and that's my goal right now." 

Rodney is more than twice as old as 22-year-old left-hander Lewis Thorpe, the youngest player on the Twins' 40-man roster. Probable opening 
day starter Jose Berrios is 23. 

It's not only what Rodney can do on the field that persuaded the Twins to sign him, a season after they earned an AL wild-card spot. 

"Obviously, what he's been doing the last few years in his career has been racking up saves," said Twins bullpen coach and former closer Eddie 
Guardado. 

"Not only that, his leadership. I heard a lot of good things about him. I only watched him before across all these years. I hope he does bring 
leadership to us because we have a young team and always need leadership, good leadership. And from knowing him from day one to right now, 
great, just absolutely fantastic," he said. 

"So, I think he's a great addition to us, not only because he's going to go out there and do his job, which is a great plus for us, but I think in the 
clubhouse he's going to do some good things. I'm excited," he said. 

Rodney knows what's expected of him. 

"I've been in this game a long time," he said. "I know what I have to bring to the field, to the new team, new guys. I bring my energy, that's what 
they're looking for. I bring a smile to my teammates. I make sure they feel good." 

 

 

Eddie Rosario's throwing arm is pain-free, but he'll stick to DH role today 
Phil Miller | Star Tribune | March 15, 2018 
 

PORT CHARLOTTE, Fla. — Eddie Rosario is in the Twins’ lineup for the first time in 11 days, but only as the designated hitter. The Twins are 
being careful with the tendinitis in his right arm, but manager Paul Molitor wants his starting left fielder to start getting at-bats again with only 10 
days remaining before they break camp. 

    Rosario has been doing some throwing to test the arm, and he came through the program pain-free on Wednesday, Molitor said, so he’s 
encouraged. It will probably be another couple of days before they put him in the outfield, and the manager suggested that that might occur in 
minor-league games, with Rosario instructed to simply toss the ball to an infielder rather than put his full strength behind a throw. 

“We all know Eddie’s tendency to try to make every throw,” Molitor said. “We want to limit his have-to factor of throwing in a game.” 

 

Molitor said the Twins don’t believe the problem is anything structural, so it’s just a matter of letting the soreness fade, and then being proactive 
about a training program to keep him loose. 
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    “We just have to get him to understand he has to be a little diligent about whatever program they put him on to get ahead of it,” Molitor said. 
“We’ve been working with him for awhile to try to eliminate some of that tail on his throws.” 

    Rosario hasn’t faced live pitching since March 4, so some rustiness will be expected. Here is the lineup the Twins will put around him for their 
third game at Charlotte Sports Park in six days: 

 

TWINS 

Granite CF 

Adrianza 2B 

Escobar 3B 

Rosario DH 

Garver C 

Vargas 1B 

Aybar SS 

Heisey LF 

LaMarre RF 

Gibson RHP 

 

RAYS 

Kiermaier CF 

Gomez RF 

Span LF 

Cron 1B 

Wendle 2B 

Duffy 3B 

Hechavarria DH 

Sucre C 

Robertson SS 

Eovaldi RHP 

 

 

Jake Mauer’s impact is clear in his return to Twins spring training 
Mike Berardino | Pioneer Press | March 15, 2018 
 
FORT MYERS, Fla. — As closure goes, it’s hard to imagine a better scenario than what Jake Mauer experienced here this week. 
Back in town for a weeklong visit with his wife and three young children, the longtime Twins minor-league manager had a chance to say his 
goodbyes as he strolled the grounds in civilian clothes. There were games to watch, both at Hammond Stadium and on the back fields. 
 
There were dozens of quick conversations, mostly to assure all those familiar faces, both in uniform and among Twins fans, that the decision to 
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step away after 17 years in the organization as a player, coach and manager was his and his alone. 
 
The highlight, however, came early Tuesday morning in the Champions Hall auditorium. That’s where Mauer and the 10th and last team he 
managed, the Double-A Chattanooga Lookouts, received their 2017 Southern League championship rings in a private ceremony none of them are 
likely to forget. 
 
First, a Twins-prepared highlight video was played, including Jonathan Rodriguez’s clutch postseason home run. Outfielder LaMonte Wade Jr. 
said he “got chills” as he relived the team’s unlikely run with the group. 
 
With that, somebody flipped on the lights and Mauer stepped to the front of the room. Just as he did at each managerial level, from rookie ball to 
Double-A, Joe Mauer’s big brother knew exactly what to say. 
 
“It was awesome,” Wade said. “Seeing Jake in there giving a speech was unbelievable.” 
 
Doing his best to maintain his poise, Mauer, 39, spoke to a group that included many of his former players and bosses, including top Twins 
baseball honchos Derek Falvey and Thad Levine. 
 
“Jake got emotional,” Wade said, “but as expected the message was just to keep working hard.” 
 
The 2017 Lookouts’ motto was “Keep the Line Moving — Together.” Mauer reminded his ex-players of that during his talk. 
 
“We just jelled as a unit, on and off the field, and he said that’s why we had so much success: the chemistry that we had and the trust in one 
another,” Wade said. “He said, ‘Just keep that going, everywhere you guys go, and you’ll be fine.’ It was a good message.” 
 
One by one, the 2017 Lookouts heard their names called so they could walk up and receive their championship rings, complete with the classic 
“two eyes” logo. At the end Mauer’s players gathered around for photos and a few more stories. 
 
“We gave him a hug and shared some memories again,” Wade said. “It was really cool seeing Jake. I’m glad he was there. I’m glad he came back 
for it. It felt really great getting acknowledged for such a great season.” 
 
Mauer then made his way back to the big-league clubhouse, where he stopped in to see Twins manager Paul Molitor and the coaching staff. 
Clutching the white box containing his championship ring, Mauer enjoyed leisurely chats with players such as Max Kepler and Jose Berrios, each 
of whom played for him at low-A Cedar Rapids in 2013. 
 
“That was my first full season in the USA,” Berrios said. “He gave us a lot of confidence. He would teach a lot. He helps everybody out. He’s just 
a good person. We understand why he made that decision.” 
 
Could this turn out to be a temporary respite from the long grind of a professional baseball season? Could Mauer opt to get back into the game in 
a few years, perhaps as a roving instructor? 
 
“Well, I don’t know,” he said. “Obviously I love baseball, and always have. We’ll see. It’s just time for me to be at home and be with the kids. I 
don’t think that door is ever going to be closed.” 
 
In the meantime he’ll help out with the baseball program at Cretin-Derham Hall High School while coaching his own kids whenever possible. 
Professionally, his focus is on his new role as special projects manager at both of his family’s auto dealerships. 
 
 “Isn’t that a nice title?” Mauer said, smiling. “I don’t know what it means.” 
 
He’s comfortable with the sales side of the business, he says, but he’s receiving a daily education in service, parts and inventory. 
 
“All that fun stuff I’ve got to learn a lot about, the day-to-day operations stuff,” he said. “I’m still kind of learning the ropes.” 
 
This winter he will attend a dealer academy in Virginia. For now, he is shadowing John Vecere, executive manager of Mauer Chevrolet and 
Mauer Buick GMC, who is someone he said “knows the business, inside and out.” 
 
Jake Mauer, who already knows the baseball business through and through, says the void hasn’t really hit him yet. 
 
“I don’t miss spring training so much,” he said, “but when the games start I’m sure I’ll miss it a little bit. I’ll be around. I won’t be too far.” 
 
One positive is he now has a whole new list of potential customers among his former prodigies, many of them doing quite well on the first and 
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15th of each month. 
 
“Absolutely,” he said with a laugh. “We’re open for business, that’s for sure.”. 
 
 
 
 
First Opening Day start would be ‘pretty special,’ Twins’ Jake Odorizzi says 
Mike Berardino | Pioneer Press | March 15, 2018 
 
PORT CHARLOTTE, Fla. — In his four full seasons with the Tampa Bay Rays, Jake Odorizzi had a dugout-level seat for Opening Day starts by 
David Price (2014) and, the past three seasons, Chris Archer. 
 
The opportunity to kick off this Twins’ season on March 29 in Baltimore, an increasingly likely (if still unofficial) scenario, carries great appeal 
for the right-hander. 
 
“It would be pretty special,” said Odorizzi, who turns 28 two days before the opener. “It’s not something I really hang myself up on, but it’s a cool 
accomplishment that this organization feels enough confidence in you to go Game 1.” 
 
Jose Berrios, coming off a 14-win breakout season, had appeared in line to become the Twins’ youngest Opening Day starter since Brad Radke in 
1996, but Berrios’ desire to pitch back home in San Juan, P.R., in  mid-April overrode the more traditional honor. 
 
“I know he wants to be able to pitch down there, and why wouldn’t he?” Odorizzi said. “I mean, that’s his home. Probably personally that’s more 
important than Opening Day because how many times has a team played in Puerto Rico during the regular season? Hopefully everything works 
out and he’ll be able to do that.” 
 
Ervin Santana, the Twins’ Opening Day starter the past two years, isn’t expected back until late April at the soonest as he recovers from Feb. 6 
surgery on his right middle finger. 
 
Odorizzi has a 5.44 earned-run average in nine career starts at Camden Yards, but he still managed to win both his road starts against the Orioles 
last year with a 2.45 ERA. Odorizzi, who hasn’t pitched in a game since March 7, threw a bullpen session without issue Thursday and is 
scheduled to start again Sunday at home against the Philadelphia Phillies. 
 
“You always want to set the tone in Game 1 and put one in the win column,” he said. “If the team believes in you enough to give you that 
Opening  Day start, I think that’s just a big vote of confidence of how they view you and what type of player they think you are.” 
 
The Twins thought enough of Odorizzi to pursue him for more than two months this offseason, even after their initial trade proposal at the winter 
meetings was rejected. By the time they finally acquired him on Feb. 17, it was for Class A shortstop prospect Jermaine Palacios, rated No. 31 in 
the deep Twins system by Baseball America. 
 
 
INDY ARMS  
Despite their Indianapolis-area roots, where Kyle Gibson (Greenfield) and Lance Lynn (Brownsburg) were contemporary prep pitching stars at 
high schools separated by about a 50-minute drive, the two new Twins rotation mates had never met before this week. 
 
“We never played Brownsburg,” said Gibson, who grew up in the eastern suburbs while Lynn was reared on the west side of town. “He was a 
year ahead of me in school. They had a really good team. I think they won state.” 
 
Future big-league pitcher Drew Storen teamed with Lynn on the 2005 state 4A champions, who went 35-0 to become just the second unbeaten 
Indiana state baseball champion. 
 
In 2008, Lynn’s Ole Miss Rebels went to the same NCAA Tournament regional as Gibson’s Missouri club in Coral Gables, Fla. The Tigers and 
ace Aaron Crow pinned a 7-0 loss on Lynn in the opener, but Miami eventually advanced with an 11-2 win over Ole Miss in the final. 
 
ROSARIO RETURNS  
Eddie Rosario, dealing with right triceps tendinitis, played in his first game since March 4 after extending his pregame throwing program to 30 
throws from up to 90 feet. 
 
The left fielder went 0 for 3 as the designated hitter while seeing 16 total pitches. 
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“He got in a lot of swings and saw a lot of pitches,” Twins manager Paul Molitor said. “I think he’d tell you he had a couple pitches to hit that he 
missed.” 
 
Rosario is scheduled to DH again on Friday night at the Boston Red Sox. 
 
BRIEFLY  
— Twins pitching coach Garvin Alston, drafted out of Florida International University in 1995, was saddened to hear of Thursday’s collapse of a 
pedestrian bridge at the Miami campus that reportedly resulted in multiple deaths. “I don’t have any friends or family there now, but FIU is still 
my family,” he said. “My prayers go out to everybody involved.” 
 
— Gibson gave up a run on four hits and no walks in five innings against the Rays. He struck out five, including four straight near the end of his 
outing, and credited recent adjustments to his slider. 
 
— Rule 5 pick Tyler Kinley ripped through a clean sixth on six pitches (all strikes). His fastball was 95-96 mph. 
 
— The Twins will play rare day-night split-squad games on Friday, both in Fort Myers. 
 
 
 
 
 
Gibson pitches 5 strong innings, Twins top Rays 8-1 
Staff Writer | Fox Sports North | March 15, 2018 
 
Kyle Gibson had another strong outing Thursday, allowing just four hits and one run in five innings with no walks and five strikeouts to help the 
Minnesota Twins to an 8-1 win over the Tampa Bay Rays. 
 
It was Gibson’s longest outing of the spring. The veteran threw 66 pitches in his fourth start, 47 of them for strikes. 
 
Tyler Kinley pitched one perfect inning, followed by Ryan Pressley, who logged two perfect innings. Jake Reed allowed also pitched one 
scoreless. Erick Aybar scored two on a triple in the second inning to get the Twins on the board. Chris Heisey scored Aybar on a sacrifice fly to 
make it 3-0. 
 
The Rays scored their only run in the fourth. Brock Stassi‘s single in the sixth scored Ryan LaMerre, before LaMonte Wade and Edgar Corcino 
scored on a fielding error in the eighth. Nick Buss scored on Jordan Pacheco’s ground-rule double in the eighth. 
 
  
 
 
Extra innings in minor leagues to start with runner on second base in 2018 
Leo Roth | Democrat and Chronicle | March 14, 2018 
 
Professional baseball has long been concerned about the length of its games, particularly when it comes to the toll extra-innings takes on pitching 
staffs. 
 
Minor League Baseball, working with its partners in the majors, has now stepped up to the plate to do something about it. 
 
Beginning in 2018, extra innings at all levels of the minor leagues will begin with a runner on second base. That runner will be the player in the 
batting order listed before the leadoff hitter in the 10th inning. For calculating earned runs, a runner that starts an inning on second base shall be 
scored having reached base on a fielding error that won't be charged to the opposing team or any player. 
 
Shortages of pitchers in the days following extra-inning games, having to use position players as pitchers and the strain caused by players having 
to move between affiliate teams to cover for pitching shortages were all cited as concerns by Minor League Baseball president Pat O’Conner on 
Wednesday. 
 
Other pace-of-play rules changes were also adopted. 
 
Mound visits by managers, coaches and position players will be limited to six at the Triple-A level, eight at Double-A and 10 at Single-A. Each 
club will get one mound visit per extra inning. 
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Also, pitchers at the Triple-A and Double-A levels will now have to perform under a 15-second pitch clock.  A pitcher doesn’t have to release his 
pitch in 15 seconds but he must begin his windup or begin the motion to come to the set position to comply. 
 
The Rochester Red Wings play in the Triple-A International League. 
 
“We believe these changes to extra innings will enhance the fans’ enjoyment of the game and will become something that fans will look forward 
to on nights where the game is tied late in the contest,’’ O’Conner said. “Player safety has been an area of growing concern for our partners at the 
Major League Baseball level, and the impact of lengthy extra-inning games has on pitchers, position players and an entire organization was 
something that needed to be addressed.’’ 
 
 
In the past, Major League Baseball has adopted pace-of-play rules only to see the growth of video replay add time back on. In 2015, games 
averaged 2 hours and 56 minutes. Last season, that average grew to 3 hours, five minutes and 11 seconds. 
 
Last season, Major League Baseball proposed three changes to speed up games — restricting catchers to one mound visit per catcher per inning, 
adopting a 20-second pitch clock and raising the bottom of the strike zone. 
 
The players’ union refused to adopt the changes but MLB has the right to institute them for 2018 without player approval. Commissioner Rob 
Manfred said he prefers to reach an agreement with the union over pace-of-play issues. 
 
 
 
 
Mailbag: What can we reasonably expect from the Twins this season? 
Dan Hayes | The Athletic | March 15, 2018 
 
Lance Lynn is in, spring training is more than halfway over and Opening Day is only two weeks away. With that in mind, we thought it was time 
to take another crack at a Twins mailbag. 
 
Once again, thanks to everyone for all of the questions. We received an overwhelming amount of good questions via Twitter and through the site 
and unfortunately couldn’t get to them all. But again, keep them coming and don’t hesitate to ask questions in the stories’ comments sections and 
I’ll answer them there, too. (Also, Andy P., I plan to answer your Mitch Garver/backup catcher question sometime next week after I return to 
camp.) 
 
This week’s selection included questions about playoff expectations, potential acquisitions, roster holes and team chemistry. I also would have 
accepted any questions about San Diego State's NCAA Tournament chances, my top-10 movie list from 2017 or the month I spent as an Uber 
driver this offseason. With that said, let’s get after it. 
 
Is it realistic to expect the Twins to make the playoffs? 
 
— Ross J. 
 
First, the caveat: A million things can and often do go wrong during the course of a baseball season, whether it is injuries, underperformance or 
plain bad luck. Even so, the Twins have done a very nice job this offseason putting themselves in a really good spot to contend for the postseason. 
They have provided themselves with starting rotation depth, extended their lineup with Logan Morrison and rebuilt the bullpen. They also have 57 
games on the schedule against rebuilding American League Central opponents as they play the Chicago White Sox, Detroit Tigers and Kansas 
City Royals 19 teams each. You have to think the Twins have a really good shot of at least earning one of the two wild-card spots. 
 
Everyone thought the Twins were done before signing Lynn … Are they done now? Or could they sign (Alex) Cobb or someone else? 
 
— Paul S. 
 
I cannot with 100 percent certainty say they're done simply because this is one of the craziest free-agent periods we've ever seen. Who would have 
thought that Lance Lynn would have been available for one year and $12 million? I do think they're done adding starting pitchers after acquiring 
Lynn and Jake Odorizzi. But who knows what else might fall into their lap between now and Opening Day? The Twins have been extremely 
opportunistic and creative this offseason, and they've shown a willingness to spend as their projected payroll near $130 million would set a 
franchise record. Even if they're done for now, there's little doubt in my mind the Twins have the assets to make a big trade and the will as long as 
they're in position to compete. 
 
Do the Twins have a better lineup than the Indians? 
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— Luke H. 
 
Luke's question is my favorite of the mailbag as this was a fun exercise to perform. The Twins likely now hold an edge over the Indians on the 
offensive front after they added Morrison earlier this month to take over as the club's designated hitter. Morrison should provide a big increase in 
production for a team that finished fourth in the AL in runs last season, three behind Cleveland. The Indians lost their DH, Carlos Santana, to free 
agency, and replaced him with Yonder Alonso, who had an outstanding season but hasn't had quite the offensive career of his predecessor. The 
biggest factor in this will be whether or not the Twins receive the type of production they did from Byron Buxton and Jorge Polanco in the second 
half. 
 
Do you believe the Twins have no intention of signing Dozier to an extension? Based on Brian’s comments, it looks like he is set on testing free 
agency. Also, if that’s the case, will he be a trading option near the deadline if the Twins are not in a great position record-wise?  
 
— Johnny K. 
 
I can't say I'm surprised how the scenario has played out. Dozier would like to sign an extension at the same time as we're seeing free agents 
settling for deals far below their expectations. I doubt Morrison and Mike Moustakas thought they'd each take home $6.5 million this season after 
blasting 38 homers in 2017. Combine the market aspect with the Twins' middle-infield depth, particularly in their prospects, and it wouldn't 
surprise me if they feel they could handle the position internally. Nick Gordon isn't far from being a major-leaguer and Eduardo Escobar has a 
strong glove and hit 21 homers last season. Given all of that, it wouldn't surprise me if Dozier's name came up in July were the Twins out of 
contention. But, winning solves everything and they may never have to find themselves in that position. 
 
How does the rotation set up for the month of April? Who has the edge for the last rotation spot?  
 
— Mike Z. 
 
Earlier this spring, manager Paul Molitor suggested he would work around Ervin Santana's finger injury by utilizing a four-man rotation. Now that 
he has Odorizzi and Lynn, I'd expect that's going to continue to be the plan as Jose Berrios and Kyle Gibson fill out the rest of the group. The way 
the schedule is set up, the Twins have five of their first 21 days off, which means they can get away with a four-man rotation until the middle of 
the month. If they need a spot starter, look for either Phil Hughes or Tyler Duffey in the role until Santana returns. 
 
Will the bullpen additions mean they bring 11 pitchers north instead of 12? 
 
— Greg K. 
 
No matter how much they appear to have improved the back end of the bullpen with the additions of Fernando Rodney, Addison Reed and Zach 
Duke, I can't see the Twins with anything but an eight-man bullpen to start the season. It is possible they could attempt to go with seven to try and 
sneak a player out of options into the early part of the season. 
 
Dan Hayes 
@DanHayesMLB 
Looking for #MNTwins mailbag questions. Send them my way and will try to answer a bunch for tomorrow. 
 
minnesota bob 
@Bobio28 
Is there a danger of adding to many new pieces to a team?  Twins are at 6 now.   About 24% of 25 man roster.... 
 
Based off the media's conversations with Derek Falvey and Thad Levine, I'd venture to guess that the Twins took a hard look at every player's 
character before finalizing the signing or completing the trade. Levine identified conversations he'd had with Justin Morneau about the importance 
of chemistry and how much it means in the clubhouse and trying to factor that in. If you look across the board, you'd have difficulty finding many 
complaints about the players the Twins have acquired from a character standpoint. 
 
Dan Hayes 
@DanHayesMLB 
Looking for #MNTwins mailbag questions. Send them my way and will try to answer a bunch for tomorrow. 
 
  
Christian Vosler 
@cpvosler 
What are the odds we see Gonsalves and Romero in the big leagues this year, considering the Odorizzi and Lynn acquisitions? Relief roles down 
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the stretch? 
 
Adding Odorizzi and Lynn affords the Twins a chance to allow their top pitching prospects like Romero and Gonsalves to develop. Baseball 
rarely goes according to plan. But the Twins have built up their rotation depth enough to where there's plenty of insulation before they'd have to 
rush Romero or Gonsalves to the majors. It's likelier that if we see Romero in Minneapolis this season it would be to fill a need in the bullpen, and 
he seems ready to do that after an outstanding spring. 
 
What's the biggest hole or question mark to the Opening Day roster? 
 
— Chris L. 
 
I will answer this only if you allow an exception that it's subject to change because Opening Day isn't until March 29 and things could change. 
But, as of right now the Twins still appear to be a little light on right-handed bats for whenever a left-handed pitcher is on the mound. They have 
several questions regarding what they should expect from Buxton, Polanco and Miguel Sano. But the Twins have also done a great job this 
offseason eliminating many of the questions they faced. 
 
 
 
 
Does Minnesota Twins' big offseason signal a challenge to the Cleveland Indians' A.L. Central crown? 
Joe Noga | Cleveland.com | March 15, 2018 
 
CLEVELAND, Ohio -- Last season, Minnesota politely knocked on the door to the American League playoffs. This year, the Twins are gearing 
up to kick that door in completely, whether the Cleveland Indians and the rest of the A.L. are ready or not. 
 
While Cleveland's offseason focus has been on aligning its assets for a third straight playoff run, Minnesota has quietly put together a roster that 
should, at worst, contend for a second consecutive wild card berth, and, at best, push the Tribe for supremacy in the division. 
 
The Twins' offseason moves have added depth to their pitching rotation and beefed up their batting order with a couple of late-spring acquisitions 
that could position manager Paul Molitor's club to make this September a little less comfortable for Cleveland compared to the 2017 stretch run. 
 
 
Prior to this offseason, the sticking point for Minnesota had been its starting pitching. Beyond Ervin Santana, an All-Star last season, and 
promising young righty Jose Berrios, the Twins were hurting for consistent front-of-the-rotation starters. Twins president of baseball operations 
Derek Falvey (a former Indians front office phenom) has clearly addressed that need. 
 
Minnesota was rumored to be in play for the services of marquee starter Yu Darvish before the ex-Dodgers and Rangers righty signed with the 
Cubs. But Falvey and general manager Thad Levine moved on quickly, acquiring starters Jake Odorizzi from Tampa Bay and free agent Lance 
Lynn as well as first baseman/designated hitter Logan Morrison for about what it would have cost to sign Darvish ($21 million per year). 
 
 
As pitchers and catchers reported to camp in mid-February, the Twins traded away minor league shortstop Jermaine Palacios for Odorizzi, who 
amassed a 40-38 record with a 3.83 ERA and 8.2 strikeouts per nine innings in six big league seasons. In 2016 with the Rays, he was 10-6 with a 
3.69 ERA and 166 strikeouts in 187 2/3 innings before slipping a little in 2017. In February, he won his arbitration case against the Rays and will 
make $6.3 million this season with two more years of club control beyond 2018. 
 
Morrison is coming off a career year with Tampa that saw him hit 38 home runs and drive in 85 runs while striking out 149 times. He set career 
highs in slugging percentage (.516) and OPS (.868) in 2017, but settled for a one-year $6.5 million contract with the Twins where he will be in the 
mix at first base with Joe Maurer and designated hitter with Miguel Sano. 
 
Lynn, a season removed from Tommy John surgery, was 11-8 with a 3.43 ERA for the Cardinals in 33 starts. He won at least 15 games each year 
from 2012-2014 and was an All-Star in 2012. Lynn turned down the $17.4 million qualifying offer from St. Louis in the offseason, and ended up 
signing with Minnesota on a one-year, $12 million deal. 
 
 
Each of those moves makes Minnesota better than it was a year ago. Berrios, Lynn, Ororizzi and Kyle Gibson give the Twins a solid four-man 
rotation for the early portion of the season while they await Santana's return from minor finger surgery. Santana could return some time in late 
April. 
 
Falvey also bulked up the Twins bullpen with closer Fernando Rodney, setup man Addison Reed and lefty Zach Duke to go along with last 
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season's surprise youngsters Trevor Hildenberger and Taylor Rogers. The three veteran arms at the back end should take a tremendous amount of 
pressure off Hildenberger and Rogers, letting Molitor ease them into their roles. 
 
The Twins offense scored 815 runs last year, finishing three behind Cleveland for fourth in the A.L. while clubbing 206 home runs, also one spot 
behind Cleveland (212). Morrison's 38 home runs would have led the club (Dozier 34) and his 85 RBI would have put him second behind Dozier's 
93. He is a career .387 hitter at Target Field with six home runs and 11 RBI in 31 at-bats there. Against the Indians, he racked up eight hits in 11 
at-bats last season with a home run and four RBI in seven games. 
 
Last year, Cleveland won the A.L. Central by 17 games over Minnesota by going 33-4 down the stretch. The Twins finished 85-77 and captured 
the second wild card spot, losing the one-game playoff to New York at Yankee Stadium. 
 
 
Many observers thought the Twins were perhaps a year or so ahead of schedule in reaching the playoffs with a core group of talented young 
position players including center fielder Byron Buxton and infielder Eduardo Escobar leading the way alongside veterans like Brian Dozier and 
Joe Maurer. 
 
But Falvey's flurry of moves as spring training got underway showed that the club is committed to winning now, not waiting. The Twins 
capitalized on an unusually sluggish free agent market and strung together a handful of signings that announced to the rest of the league that their 
window is open, and 2018 could be the year they step through. 
 
In this week's Cleveland Baseball Talk Podcast, we chat with Minnesota Star Tribune Twins beat writer La Velle Neal, who breaks down the 
team's offseason and looks at how the Twins match up for a A.L. Central Division push against Cleveland. 
 
We also hear from cleveland.com's Paul Hoynes with the latest news from Indians' camp. 
 
Got a question you want answered on next week's podcast from Goodyear? Submit it to Paul or Joe on Twitter or via email. 
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